TAKEOFF.
REIMAGINED.
Model-Based Estimating

VECTOR™ a professional-grade 2D quantity
takeoff solution that extracts 3D data
Automate the takeoff process and spend more time
on estimating and less on measuring—you’ll save hours
or even days.

Built by Construction Estimating Experts
Who Understand Your Business
Estimating Edge’s team of experienced construction professionals
and software engineers have developed the industry’s smartest takeoff
and estimating software solutions for competitive estimates.
Unlike any other market solutions, VECTOR™ is 2D quantity takeoff
web-based solution that extracts 3D data and speeds up the takeoff
process by up to 80%.
Don’t just estimate faster. Estimate better.™

Focus on The Estimate,
Instead of Coloring in the Lines
Simply import and let VECTOR extract
quantities from the 3D model. Filter out the
noise, verify the properties, and finish with
an automated 2D quantity takeoff.
Best of all, VECTOR can be used alone
for takeoff and estimating or with the
professional-grade estimating solution
The EDGE. It’s robust and detailed enough
for bids of any size and intuitively designed
to help both new and seasoned estimating
professionals work smarter, bid sharper
and build better.

The VECTOR

™

Advantage

Spend less time measuring the
plan with model-based estimating

Automated Quantities from 3D Models

Groundbreaking 3D Viewer

Leverages new technology without having

View design conflicts while you estimate.

to learn complex 3D software.

Select 2D elements on one monitor and the
synchronized 3D viewer will highlight the

2D Quantity Takeoff

same shape on the second monitor. Easily

After you’ve validated the 3D elements,

navigate the 3D model, understand how it’s

finish the takeoff in 2D or use this powerful

built, and identify additional materials and

solution with just 2D plans.

labor you might miss on 2D plans.

Web-Based

Intelligent/Intuitive Assemblies

That’s lightning fast—it uses the

With templates that can be saved &

latest technology.

customized.

Document Management

Export or Use Reports

A central location for all plans & documents

To share details with Accounting, The Field,

with cloud-based document management.

Owners or General Contractors, and more!

Intelligent-advanced Filtering
& Searching

Integrates with The EDGE® Estimator

So you quickly find the details you need.

Access powerful estimating tools in The
EDGE, as well as Cloud Reporting, EDGE
On Site® & more!

The Future of Takeoff with
Model-Based Estimating
Built on tomorrow’s technology and created
by experienced construction industry

professionals, VECTOR™ is a web-based,

to you. To verify quantities, click on the

3D element and view the quantities and

materials specified. Model incomplete? It
happens, simply finish your takeoff in 2D.

automated 3D & 2D quantity takeoff solution
that extracts 3D data. Start your takeoff with

Leverage New Technology
Without Having to Learn BIM

a 3D model created by the architect, validate

Why do extra work? With VECTOR, it’s so

quantities/materials or view design conflicts

easy to leverage new technology without

with the next-gen 3D viewer and finish with

having to learn BIM. Don’t have the 3D

a 2D takeoff. Spend time focused on the

model? Ask for it. Not available? Use

estimate, instead of point and clicking in

VECTOR, the professional-grade 2D quantity

the takeoff. With the ability to measure by

takeoff solution—You’ll wonder how you ever

imperial or metric, your team can use the

estimated without it.

your project is located.

Web-Based, 2D Quantity Takeoff

This ground-breaking, all-in-one solution

Don’t have a 3D model? We’ve got you

can move through up to 80% faster! With

easy to import project plans, create custom

hours or even days.

totals. This online takeoff solution gives your

Model-Based Estimating with
Automated Quantities from
3D Models

the cloud so your team can access regardless

same solution, regardless of which country

eliminates part of the takeoff process so you

covered! Customized for your trade, it’s

technology this revolutionary, you can save

assemblies, and calculate material and labor

With three options that scale with your

business, this web-based, lightning fast,

2D quantity takeoff solution lets you extract
3D models and filter out details relevant

team a place to store all your documents in

of where they are located. Don’t need all the
bells and whistles? We’ve got options that fit
your team and your budget!

Estimating Edge’s team of experienced construction professionals
and software engineers have developed the industry’s smartest
takeoff and estimating software solutions for competitive estimates.

Takeoff. Reimagined.

561-276-9100 | www.vectortakeoff.com

Don’t just estimate faster. Estimate better.™
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